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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Renewal of the Sarita and Pachena watersheds requires an ecosystem-based approach that recognizes the
interconnections between community, land, water, and biota. The overarching vision is to restore the Sarita
and Pachena watersheds to support fish and wildlife populations and cultural values for present and future
generations. The Renewal Framework (Adama and Bocking, 2017) identified several assessments and
inventories that could be conducted to address known information gaps relating to the condition of the Sarita
and Pachena watersheds. The purpose of these assessments and inventories will be to specify where and
what kinds of renewal actions are required to achieve short and long-term renewal goals (such as restoring
watershed processes, fish habitat and productivity, estuary productivity, wildlife habitat and populations, and
species at risk).
Riparian restoration was highlighted as one component of ecosystem and watershed restoration. Thus, in
August 2017, a number of riparian areas along identified stream reaches in the Sarita Watershed were
assessed for possible instream enhancement and silviculture prescriptions. Initial reconnaissance found a
range of conditions that would benefit from Riparian Renewal Treatments.
A total of 34 areas were identified and treated by manual brushing in the fall of 2017. Those areas planted in
the early spring (March to April) with a mix of Sitka spruce and western redcedar. The planting was done by
Meridian Forestry and Huu-ay-aht First Nation crew members. Follow up brushing is scheduled for the next
two years at a minimum. Browse protection was used on planted western redcedar and half of the Sitka
spruce (as a test for browsing on spruce) to prevent damage to young seedlings from deer and newly
transplanted elk.
The following is a summary of the initial work completed for this project component of the Sarita and Pachena
Watershed Renewal Project.
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Introduction

Introduction
Historically, riparian habitats in the Sarita and Pachena watersheds were dominated by large conifers that
shaded and protected stream banks and provided a source of large woody debris. However, impacts to fish
and fish habitat in the Sarita watershed from forestry have been well documented (Bocking et al. 1997; Horel
1997; Keystone 2006; Horel 2008; Barry 2010). Timber harvesting practices in the 1950s and 1960s removed
old growth and mature forest along streams and rivers within these watersheds, greatly altering the riparian
habitat. The loss of mature coniferous forest in the riparian zone has contributed to channel/bank erosion,
channel widening, the infilling of pools, reduced surface flow, and the loss of large woody debris (LWD) from
streams (Bocking et al. 1997; Horel 1997; Ochman 1998).
Riparian zones in these areas are now dominated by a deciduous canopy of Red Alder (Alnus rubra) and Big
Leaf Maple (Acer macrophyllum). While alder establishes rapidly and provides some ecosystem benefits (e.g.,
nitrification, leaf litter, wildlife habitat), it is an inadequate source of LWD, offers limited channel bank
stabilization, and does not provide stream cover or shading (Slaney and Martin 1997). Moreover, alder
outcompetes conifers for light delaying their reestablishment.
The restoration of conifer dominated riparian habitat is one of the highest priorities identified in restoring
the Sarita watershed (Bocking et al. 1997; Horel 1997, 2008; Barry 2010). Priority areas for riparian restoration
in the Sarita and Pachena watersheds have been identified by Ochman (1998), Bocking et al. (1997), Horel
(1997 and 2008), and Barry (2010). However, this information required ground verification and an updated
assessment for understanding the current state of these watersheds and priorities for restoration
opportunities.

Physical Features and Climate
The Sarita Watershed is located on the West Coast of Vancouver Island and adjoins Barclay Sound (Figure 1).
It is the traditional territory of the Huu-ay-aht First Nation. The Sarita drainage includes a number of major
tributaries with the South Sarita River and Sabrina Creek being the two main tributaries (Figure 4).
Biogeoclimatic (BEC) zones provide ecosystem classifications that reflect the climate, topography, soils, and
vegetation. A single biogeoclimatic zone the Coastal Western Hemlock zone (CWH) covers the Sarita and
Pachena watersheds (Figure 1). That zone comprises three subzone variants: the CWH submontane very wet
maritime (CWHvm1), CWH montane very wet maritime (CWHvm2), and CWH southern very wet
hypermaritime (CWHvh1)
The CWHvm1 is the most extensive biogeoclimatic variant on the coast of BC and within the Sarita and
Pachena Watersheds. It occurs at low elevations (0 – 400 m asl), has wet humid climate with cool summers
and mild winters again with little snow. Growing seasons are long resulting in good growing sites for conifers.
Precipitation is high but can vary considerably, with extreme events again near the Pacific Ocean. Zonal sites
are dominated by western hemlock, amabilis fir and western redcedar with a well-developed shrub layer
dominated by red huckleberry and Alaskan blueberry. High bench sites are dominated by salmonberry.
Western redcedar, amabilis fir and Sitka spruce are recommended confers (BC 1984).
CWHvm2 is the second most common BEC variant within the Sarita watershed but is more scarce within the
Pachena watershed. This variant occurs at higher elevations than CWHvm1 (350 – 800 m asl). It is
characterised by cooler climate with a shorter growing season and much heavier snowpack than the
CWHvm1. Dominant tree species include western hemlock, amabilis fir, and, to a lesser extent, western
redcedar, yellow cedar, and mountain hemlock.
1

Purpose and Objectives
The CWHvh1 occurs in the hypermaritime areas of the south coast of British Columbia from approximately
sea level to 200 m elevation. It is overall cool with little snowfall with a moderating climate due to the
proximity to the Pacific Ocean. Precipitation varies widely with extreme rain events common near the west
coast, which can result in large changes in flow. The vegetation on zonal sites is dominated by western
hemlock with amabilis fir, western redcedar with understories of salal, Alaskan blueberry, red huckleberry.
Floodplain sites are dominated by salmonberry and at times red-osier dogwood. Conifer species
recommended for the high and medium bench sites include Sitka spruce, western redcedar and amabilis fir.
Red alder is also considered adapted.
The riparian areas that were evaluated for potential renewal are within the mid to high bench ecosystems
associated with the riparian features.

Figure 1

Biogeoclimatic subzone variants of the Sarita and Pachena watersheds. Location of the watersheds shown in
relation to Vancouver Island in the lower left inset map.

Purpose and Objectives
The purpose of this project is to identify Riparian Zone Silviculture opportunities within the Sarita drainage to
provide for long term creation of LWD. The lack of LWD has been clearly described by Barry (2010) for a
number of the reaches within the Sarita watershed. The intent is to provide long term supplies of LWD to
assist in maintaining bank stability and to provide a long term supply of LWD. This was identified as a key
component of making the Sarita River system sustainable over the longer term (LGL 2016).
2

Scope

Scope
Possible reaches for treatment were described in Barry (2010) and are mapped in Appendix B, they
are specifically:
Sarita River Reaches 1, 2, 3, 4 (Figure 6)
South Sarita River Reaches 20, 21, 27, 30, 31 (Figure 7)
Sabrina Creek Reaches 34, 35, 36, 37 (Figure 5)

Site selection (See Riparian Field Assessment Summaries doc with photos report for added detail)
A field crew of two to three (varied daily) was used to assess the applicability of treatment in the above
identified reaches. Charlene Wood (LGL Limited) along with Amber Bowes, Linnaea Bowes, Richard H.
Nookemus, and Andrea Lucas (HFN field technicians) spent 12 field days beginning on August 2nd to August
18th, 2017, assessing a total of 13 reaches for opportunities to re-establish coniferous forest and add LWD.
The steps used were as follows:
Identify issue reaches using a watershed assessment procedure (Barry 2010).
Survey reaches to classify existing Riparian Vegetation Types to identify potential management
practices. The RVTs are:
RVT1 – Understocked with conifers and brush sites (common)
RVT2 – Overstocked conifer stands (very uncommon)
RVT3 – Conifers overtopped by deciduous trees (limited extent)
RVT4 – Deciduous dominated stands lacking conifers (common)
RVT5 –Intact conifer forest (limited)
*Note: in some cases, stands represented a combination of the above RVTs, for example RVT1/4
represents deciduous dominated stands lacking (or understocked with) conifers with dense
brush dominating the understory.
Assess options for treatment. Recommended Management Practices by RVT1 are:
RVT1

RVT2

RVT3


1

Understocked
Increase the conifer component, leave portions to maintain structural diversity,
Overstocked with conifers
Thin to a desired density,
Conifers (100 sph and up) overtopped by deciduous
Conifer release using cutting or girdling,

See Bancroft and Zielke (2002) Section 4 for detailed Recommended Management Practices
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Recommendations by reach and RVT
RVT4


Deciduous dominated
Site prep and planting options

RVT5 – Conifer dominated


Leave as is – reference stands

Recommendations by reach and RVT
Sabrina Creek – Reaches 34, 35, 36, 37
Within Sabrina Creek reach 34, seven areas were assessed as having possible treatment options (Table 1).
Most plots were classified as RVT 1/4 (deciduous dominated sites with high brush; Figure 2), which may
benefit from brushing treatments, girdling of alder and maple, and planting of conifers.
Table 1

Seven areas identified for potential treatment options within reach 34 of Sabrina Creek.

Figure 2

Sabrina Creek reach 34 plot 7 (RVT 1/4) with overstory dominated by Red Alder and high shrubs in the
understory.

Reach 35 has 15 segments with possible treatment opportunities (Table 2). Most of these areas were
classified as RVT 3, conifers overtopped by deciduous overstory trees (Figure 3). Thus, these sites would
benefit from girdling the deciduous canopy to release the subdominant conifers from light competition.

4

Recommendations by reach and RVT
Table 2

Fifteen areas identified within Sabrina Creek reach 35 for potential treatment opportunities.

Figure 3

Sabrina Creek reach 35 examples of conifers (western hemlock and western redcedar) suppressed in understory
shrub layer, overtopped by deciduous.

Reach 36 was found to be largely intact, thus no treatments are recommended at this time.
Reach 37 was not assessed.
South Sarita Reaches 20, 21, 27, 30, 31
Reach 20 was assessed with little potential for treatment identified due to expected flood risk.
Likewise, along the Sarita River (reaches 1, 2, 3, 4), a few opportunities for treatment were identified, however
the flood risk was deemed to be medium or high in these areas, thus reducing the potential for success at
these locations.
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Summary of treatments

Orientation
A one-day orientation took place on November 8th, 2017 to go over the basic concepts of the proposed
treatments to improve riparian function. The field session went over the purpose of the treatments, specifics
related to site preparation, girdling, and safety (Bryce Bancroft and Matt Neuwirth). Additional crew training
occurred as per the direction of Meridian to meet intent of the treatment and safe certification standards.
Note treatments are to occur in the active alluvial channel. At times these areas can be flooded, the priority
is to treat mid to upper bench sites. Treatments are to occur to the edge of the alluvial channel and can extend
10m into the intact adjacent forest if conditions warrant. Treatments can occur in both the riparian reserve
and management zones, there is no requirement for any form of variance to treat within the reserve zone.

Summary of treatments
Brushing
Brushing areas will be geo-referenced and flagged for treatment. Size of the treatment area will vary and will
depend upon location of brush patches.
Specifically, the contractor will provide2:
A suitable digital map including along with a treatment summary will suffice if the treatments are
small and easily located. Where digital location is not readily identifiable some form of tag/metal
plate is required on site to ensure the correct site is relocated.

Girdling3
Individual trees to be girdled (i.e., those whose crown is within 5 m of established conifers of any species)
will be flagged. Retain all deciduous outside of this radius to provide habitat and structural diversity.
Girdling is to occur in areas with established conifers on site.
When it is desirable to maintain a live root mass of an existing alder tree near the streambank, prune
the alder 1 to 2 m above the ground when they are overtopping an existing conifer.
Note pruning alders which are blocking southern exposure are a priority to treat.
Post treatment reporting
Tag and record species and height (to the nearest 10 cm) for each tree that was within the 5 m of the
treated stems.
Note areas around danger trees will require a no work zone.

Signage
Create signage for girdling treatments that states:
Attention: Girdling area, girdled trees could fall at any time. Beware and be Careful.

2

For discussion of the most effective and efficient method taking into account the technology available.
Consider 0.1 ha per work day an average for treatment – this is very time consuming and specific work. See Appendix
A for size of alder considerations.
3
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Riparian Silviculture Treatment Notes:
Note: girdling was done to promote conifer growth creating bank stability for Salmon habitat.

Riparian Silviculture Treatment Notes:
Layout




Brushing and girdling areas, shown in Figure 8, Error! Reference source not found. and Error!
Reference source not found. of Appendix C, amount to 35 sites laid out and brushed in the fall of
2017. These sites make up 0.7 ha to be planted and brushed again a year after initial treatment.
Girdling of alder will commence after planting, to be completed within 3 weeks.

Treatments


All polygons planned for brushing treatment were completed in January 2018.



Planting is planned to begin early April 2018 before brush re-establishes. Planting is scheduled to be
completed after 2 weeks of work, during which time, fertilizer will be used and browse protection will
be installed.



Tree species to be planted:
o

Western redcedar – size 412B – Arbutus Grove Nursery

o

Western redcedar – large 1 gallon potted – Western Forest Products

o

Sitka Spruce – size 410 and 412B – Arbutus Grove Nursery

Monitoring


Monitoring will be done on a subset of planted and released conifers. At one half of the treatment
areas (selected using a random number approach), 20 trees will be tagged, measured with an overall
vigor and browse rating. Brush competition will also be noted and be used to inform additional
treatment timing and intensity.

Biodiversity elements


All standing dead structure adjacent to the treatment area is to be retained (with appropriate no
work zones).



Nest and roost sites are to be maintained.
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Generalized Prescriptions

Generalized Prescriptions
For RVT 1: Brush and plant – brush again for two subsequent years in the spring or until trees are well
established.

In the fall of 2017 manually brush out the established shrubs in continuous identified patches, leave
2-5 meters between each cleared patch to provide structural diversity – at established conifers.
Manually pull or pile brush outside of the cleared area downstream of the treated area (or towards
the forested edge).
Clearly mark the plot location on a digital map and where possible at the site. Place a metal or similar
long-lasting tag on a post at each brushed unit. This marking is to be done at time of site layout for
brushing.
Number the openings based on the reach (e.g., Sabrina R34-1, R34-2).
In late March – early April - Plant clusters of 25 stems per each 5 m by 5 m opening, with 1 m from
the brushed edge and approximately 1.5 m between planted trees, utilizing elevated microsites when
available. See Appendix A for further planting guidance.
Alternate western redcedar and Sitka spruce by treatment area. The first step was to determine from
local nurseries, availability of stock this fall for next spring planting.
Available stock was ordered as follows:
All seedlings were ordered from Arbutus Grove Nursery at $0.35/tree, including:




480 Sitka spruce 412B,
240 Sitka spruce 410, and
960 Western redcedar 412B.

70 1-gallon potted western redcedar stock was purchased from Western Forest Products.
Continuum PHP Teabag fertilizer from Reforestation Technologies International will be used at time
of planting. Due to the issue of elk, these teabags have elevated sulphate levels to help the tree
produce defense compounds that make them unpalatable. It also, helps the seedling to build a nice
thick caliper so that they can’t be clipped off, and help them recover better should browsing still
occur. The fertilizer was purchased for $260.00.
Western redcedar and selected spruce were treated with browse protection provided using Freego
shelter open mesh manufactured on Vancouver Island by Cowichan Valley First Nations members.
The shelters will be delivered to the site and cost would be $1.90 per unit for a 15 cm diameter x 120
cm tall (Forest green colour). Cedar stakes will be needed at a cost of approximately $0.80 each.
Maintenance will be done yearly until the tree is above the browse protection. Training on installation
and quality monitoring will be done by the Freego provider, John Kendall.

For RVT 3: Girdle
Girdle all trees within 5 meters of their crown of established conifers, leave all others un-girdled for
diversity.
8

Implementation
Record the species, tree number, height, and dbh for all trees that were released.
Mark each conifer with a numbered tag to allow repeated evaluations.

For RVT4: Girdle (Brush) Plant
In the field based on the reconnaissance data, flag defined regeneration polygons – 10 x 10 meters.
Map and ID
Girdle all overstory deciduous in each polygon. Separate the polygons by 5 meters of untreated
stands.
Brush as needed, pull brush to the edge of the openings.
Plant as per RVT 1 – in clusters of 25 trees at 1.5 m spacing separated by 5 m between planting
clusters.
Brushing may be limited by hazard trees, Brushing in year one,

Implementation
Spring 2018
An established silviculture crew was used for layout and implementation. HFN members were part of the
treatment crew and are planned to part of the data collection phase.
The priorities for treatment are:
Sabrina reaches 34 and 35 as outlined in the reconnaissance notes
Sarita reaches 1 – 3 as outlined in the reconnaissance notes

9

Brushing treatments

Brushing treatments
Brushing treatment areas were located and laid out using the reconnaissance derived GPS
points described in the Recommendations section. It was recognized the reconnaissance
locations provided guidance and options that promoted further field verification and layout.
With additional input from the authors, LGL/HFN field crews broadened the locations of
treatment utilizing easily accessible locations in the same general location as the
reconnaissance sites and in some cases on the walking route(s) between the identified
locations. The main criteria for site selection were RVT 1 and 4 units, i.e., brushy sites lacking
conifers or alder sites with low or no conifer stocking, on mid or high bench sites.
During the field layout process the crews were on site during and after several high intensity
rain storms which provided first hand high water levels and which areas were truly susceptible
to flooding. Some limited flooding was considered as acceptable risk in the treatment areas,
e.g., where there is a gentle rising of the water (no damaging flows) with limited time of
inundation. The initial guidance did not have the benefit of onsite flood conditions thus allowed
expanding the treatment areas to a limited number of sites on the Sarita River and South
Sarita River (map 1 Appendix C).

Brushing was carried out by Meridian and HFN crews in March and April – for locations please see Appendix
C. The units were alternatively planted to western redcedar or Sitka Spruce. All of the cedar trees were
provided browse protection while half of the spruce were protected as a trial. Six of the opening have trees
tagged for additional monitoring. For a list of treatments by opening see Appendix D.

Photographs of the process (Appendix E).
The process of reconnaissance, planting and protecting the seedlings are captured in photographs.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: Direction from WFP Pest Management plan4
General direction Planting
On sites with a high brush hazard, vegetation can reach heights of 1.0 to 1.5 metres in the first growing
season (May to September). Effective planting is a key tactic for reducing the competitive ability of
vegetation because it can result in new trees (seedlings) that out-grow the vegetation and hence, reduce the
need for a vegetation treatment.
Effective planting is defined as planting ecologically appropriate species, healthy seedlings, and seedlings
that have characteristics that are suited to the site. Specifically, a larger seedling will likely grow more
quickly than a smaller seedling, thereby improving its chances of out-growing competing brush species.
It is critical that planting on brush-prone sites be completed as soon as practicable after harvesting – the
first spring if possible.
Time-of-planting Fertilization
In addition to using healthy and fast growing seedlings, a fertilizer may be applied to the planted seedling at
the time of planting to improve the rate of growth of the seedling in the first year or two. The fertilizer that
is used is especially formulated for use with forest seedlings in coastal British Columbia, and is packaged in a
teabag-like pouch that is placed near the seedling root by the tree planter.
Girdling
Girdling involves the removal of a ring of bark, phloem, vascular cambium and some wood in a complete ring
around the main bole of a tree. This is done to treat red alder in areas where chemical methods are not
appropriate and where the trees are large enough (minimum 3 cm diameter at breast height – 1.3 m – (dbh)
but preferred dbh is greater than 5 cm). It is also successful on bitter cherry but not on bigleaf maple.

4

Taken from: DRAFT Pest Management Plan for Forest Vegetation Management Plan number #: PMP4 - 2014-2019
http://www.westernforest.com/wiwag/pdf/WFP%20PMP%204%202014-2019%20Draft.pdf
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Appendix B: Maps corresponding to sampling locations during 2017 field reconnaissance and restoration work

Figure 4

Overview of the reach breaks throughout the Sarita Watershed, including Sarita River, South Sarita River, Sabrina Creek, and Frederick Creek. Established reach
breaks are delineated based on Barry (2010), and identified by the numbers overlaid in boxes between each break (red marker).
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Figure 5

APPENDICES

Reach breaks (red dots) identified along Sabrina Creek and the South Sarita River, Sarita Watershed.
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Figure 6

APPENDICES

Reach breaks (red dots) identified along the Sarita River, Sarita Watershed.
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Figure 7

APPENDICES

Reach breaks (red dots) identified along the South Sarita River, Sarita Watershed.
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Appendix C: Maps corresponding to treatment locations during 2017 and 2018 restoration work

Figure 8

Brushing Project Map 1 – Sarita and South Sarita – added polygons based on flood levels observed during layout.
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Figure 9
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Brushing Project Map 2 – Sabrina Creek
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Figure 10
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Brushing Project Map 3 – Sabrina Creek
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Appendix D Planting and browse protection information
Map 1
Location
Sarita
Sarita
Sarita
Sarita
Sarita
South Sarita
South Sarita
South Sarita
Total

Unit
SR 1
SR 2
SR 3
SR 4
SR 5
SS 1
SS 2
SS 3

Size (ha) Species

SPH

# of trees

Ss

2500

53
50
10
28
20
50
30
55
295

55

115

Map 2
121
125
60
65
55
90
45
80
50
15
30
23
35
50
55
13
55
35
385
617

0.021
0.02
0.004
0.011
0.008
0.02
0.012
0.022
0.118

Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw

MFS 8
MFS 9
MFS 10
MFS 11
MFS 12
MFS 13
MFS 14
MFS 15
MFS 16
MFS 17
MFS 18
MFS 19
MFS 20
MFS 21
MFS 22
MFS 23
MFS 24
MFS 25

0.054
0.052
0.024
0.027
0.021
0.037
0.017
0.034
0.018
0.006
0.012
0.009
0.014
0.02
0.022
0.005
0.02
0.015
0.407

Cw
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw

135
130
60
68
53
93
43
85
45
15
30
23
35
50
55
13
50
38
1018

MFS 1
MFS 2
MFS 3
MFS 4
MFS 5a
MFS 5
MFS 6
MFS 7

Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw
Ss
Cw

Total

0.014
0.019
0.012
0.011
0.011
0.048
0.048
0.032
0.195

35
48
30
28
28
120
120
80
488

Number ordered
Sitka spruce 412B
Sitka spruce 410
Western redcedar
Cw pots
Total

480
240
960
69
1749

Total

Total
720

Est plant
720

Ss

1029

1030

Cw

Cw

50
10
25
20
50
30
50
175

Map 3
35
40
35
28
30
100
120
220

70
238

Actual #
0
0
0
30
20
60
50
60
220

Stock type

412B/ 1gal
410
412B
412B
412B

149 412B/1 gal
197 412B/1 gal
70
412B
63 412B/1 gal
60
412B/410
0
0
50
412B
0
0
41
412B/410
30 412B/1 gal
54
412B/410
54
412B
75 412B/410/1 gal
0
70
412B
36
412B
949

40
40
39
30
46
100
120
60
475

412B
412B
412B/410
412B/1 gal
412B/410
412B/1 gal
410/1 gal
412B/1 gal

Monitor Y/N

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Map 1
Map 2
Map 3
Estimate

Browse
Protction
Y/N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y

Sampled
Trees #

17
21

30

24

30
34

295
1018
488
1800

1644
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Appendix E: Photographs

Photo 1. Layout crew (Linnea Bowes, Amber Bowes, and Charlene Wood) going over location information
on the iPad
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Photo 2 Amber Bowes indicating the height of high water on the Sarita River. This information is taken into
account for the feasibility and reliability of riparian treatments.

Photo 3 Charlene and Linnea discussing options within the riparian area.
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Photo 4 Dense vegetation that is to be left for diversity as is within an area of established larger conifers.

Photo 5 Established conifers allow for anchoring of added CWD and recruitment. Renewal activities are
meant to provide a long term source of LWD.
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Photo 6 Linnea planting a western red cedar along Sabrina Creek.

Photo 7 – Planted western redcedar – 1 gal stock.
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Photo 6, Amber and Linnea organizing browse protection (Sabrina reach).

Photo 7, Linnea installing browse protection along Sabrina Creek.
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Photo 8 – Completed browse protection using Freego shelter open mesh manufactured on Vancouver Island
by Cowichan Valley First Nations members.

Photo 11 – Freego provider, John Kendall with one of the 70 1 gal Western redcedar obtained from WFP.
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Photo 12 Western redcedar within Freegro open mesh shelter.
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